Definitions of Terms Used in Planning
Featured Terms in Jefferson County Planning Efforts
Purpose:

The mission, aim, need, primary concern, function of or results sought from a
system. A purpose is what the system is to accomplish, with no emphasis on how
it is to be accomplished.

Mission:

A clarification of an organization’s purpose, or why it should be doing what it does.
An organization’s mission is the foundation of its vision of success.

Values:

Beliefs; societal, organizational and individual aspirations; and desired end states.

Strategic
Issues:

Fundamental policy questions or critical challenges that affect an organization’s
mandates, mission and values; product, service level or mix; clients, users or
payers; or cost, financing, organization or management.

Vision:

An object of imagination. A manifestation to the senses of something immaterial.
In planning, the perception or imagining of a desired end state, as yet unachieved,
and its expression in the form of a narrative description, picture, recording, plan,
model, etc.

Vision of
Success:

A statement of what an organization should look like and how it should behave as
it fulfills its mission.

Strategy:

A pattern of purposes, policies, programs, actions, decisions or resource
allocations that define what an organization is, what is does and why it does it.
Strategies can vary by level, function and time frame. Strategies are developed to
deal with strategic issues.

Terms Used in Many Ways
Objectives:

1) The “object” of a course of action; something to be worked for or striven toward.
(2) The criteria for determining how well a value is achieved. Objectives and goals
operationalize values for specific situations. (Some organizations interchange the
meanings of goals and objectives.)

Goals:

The performance levels or amount of an objective to be attained within a specific
time and cost limits. Objectives and goals operationalize values for specific
situations. (Some organizations interchange the meanings of goals and
objectives.)

Other Term
Principles:

“An accepted or professed rule of action or conduct.”
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